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РЕФЕРАТ 
 
 

Дипломна робота «Аванпроект ближнньомагістрального 

пасажирського літака місткістю до 86 пасажирів» містить: 

     85 сторінок, 10 рисунків, 7 таблиць, 26 літературних посилань, 3 креслення 

 

       Об’єкт проектування: ближнньомагістрального      пасажирського  літак для 86 
пасажирів.  

       Предмет проектування: конвертація пасажирського крісла.  
Мета роботи: розробка ближнньомагістрального       пасажирського літака місткістю 

86 пасажирів та його конвертацію пасажирського крісла.  
Методи дослідження: аналіз прототипів і вибір найбільш досконалих технічних 

рішень, оцінка геометричних характеристик, розрахунок центру мас 
літака, конвертація крісла, розрахунок міцності. 

Наукова новизна результатів полягає у конвертації крісла із застосування 
новітніх технологій.  

Практична цінність роботи: визначається зменшення маси крісла і підвищення 
його характеристик. Результати роботи можуть бути використані в авіаційній 
галузі та в навчальному процесі авіаційних спеціальностей. 

 

В процесі написання роботи, було спроектовано та визначено основні 

льотно-технічні характеристики магістральній пасажирського літака 

місткістю 86 пасажирів. Для проектування літака, використовувався метод 

порівняльного аналізу літаків-прототипів для вибору найбільш обґрунтованих 

технічних рішень, а також метод інженерних розрахунків для отримання 

основних параметрів проектування літака. В спеціальній частині, застасовано 

зміна конструкції пасажирського крісла із застосуванням нових технологій. В 

спеціальній частині обґрунтовано застосування нового типу пасажирського 

крісла що зменшує його вагу. 

Результати цієї роботи можуть бути використані в авіаційній галузі та в 

навчальному процесі авіаційних спеціальностей. 



ABSTRACT 
 
 

The thesis "Advanced design of a short-range passenger aircraft with a 

capacity of up to 86 passengers" contains: 

85 pages, 10 figures, 7 tables, 26 references, 3 drawings 

Design object: a short-haul passenger plane for 86 passengers. 

Design subject: passenger seat conversion. 

The purpose of the work: the development of a short-haul passenger plane     
with a capacity of 86 passengers and its conversion of a passenger seat. 

Research methods: analysis of prototypes and selection of the most 
advanced technical solutions, evaluation of geometric characteristics, calculation of 
the center of mass of the aircraft, conversion of the seat, calculation of strength. 

The scientific novelty of the results lies in the conversion of the chair using 
the latest technologies. 

The practical value of the work: reducing the weight of the chair and 
increasing its characteristics is determined. The results of the work can be used in 
the aviation industry and in the educational process of aviation specialties. 

In the process of writing the work, the main flight and technical 

characteristics of a mainline passenger plane with a capacity of 86 passengers were 

designed and determined. To design the aircraft, the method of comparative 

analysis of prototype aircraft was used to select the most reasonable technical 

solutions, as well as the method of engineering calculations to obtain the main 

parameters of the aircraft design. In a special part, a change in the design of the 

passenger seat with the use of new technologies was applied. The special part 

substantiates the use of a new type of passenger seat that reduces its weight. 

The results of this work can be used in the aviation industry and in the 

educational process of aviation specialties. 
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Statistical data 
 
 
 

Name and dimension An-158 Аn-72 А1 
Max. paid load, kg 8500 7500 8514 
Crew, people 2-5 3-5 2+2 
Passenger seats 80-99 2 86 
Wing load, kN/m2 5 2,65 4,916 
Average cruising quality 13 16 13,258 
Flight range from mkN max, km 3100 1000 3000 
Cruising altitude range, km 10,77 9 10,77 
V max/N, km/g/km 820 550 830 
Vcr econ/N, km/g/km  515  
Trust supply, kN/kg 2,6 2,6 2,84 
Productivity, tkm/h    
Specific fuel consumption, g/t.km    
Power plant data   
Number and type of engines 2 2 2 
Take-off thrust, kN 74 65 75 
Cruising thrust, kN 
Specific fuel consumption take off, kg/kN (kW) 

38 36 40 
36 34,55 35,82 

Specific fuel consumption cruising, kg/kN (kW) 59 48,41 58,08 
Degree of pressure increase 20 20 20,2 
Degree of dual-circuit operation 5,6 5,6 5,6 
Take-off and landing characteristics   
Home airfield class G G G 
Approach speed, km/h 243,65 165,73 243,65 
Landing speed, km/h 228,65 150,73 228,65 
Breakaway speed, km/h 258,3 168,06 258,3 
Acceleration length, m 856 724 856 
Runway length, m 685 320 685 
Take-off distance, m 1435 1303 1435 
Landing distance, m 1199 790 1199 



Basic geometric parameters  Аn-158 Аn-72 А1 
Wingspan, m 28,6 35,8 28,6 
Sweep by 1/4 chord, deg 25 17 25 
Geometric mean chord, m 3,32 3.55 3,32 
Wing extension 9,6 10,32 9,6 
Narrowing of the wing 3,8 3,3 3,8 
Fuselage length, m 32,12 30,8 32,12 
Fuselage diameter, m 3,4 3,1 3,4 
Fuselage extension 8,6 9 8,6 
Passenger cabin width, m 3,2 2,15 3,2 
Passenger cabin length, m 19 10,5 20,5 
Cab height, m 2,1 2,2 2,16 
Cab volume, m* 389 280 420 
Cargo space capacity, m3 30 969 31,82 
Chair pitch, m 860  870 
Aisle width, m 0,49  0,5 
Scope wing HT, m 10 9,697 10 
Sweep of the wing by 1/4 chords HT, deg 32 35 32 
Relative wing area, % HT    
Wing extension HT 5,0 3,45 5,0 
Narrowing of the wing HT 3 3 3 
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Brief technical description 
Purpose 

The A1 aircraft is designed for passenger transportation on regional and short 
routes with a length of up to 3,100 km, with the possibility of being stationed on 
artificial runways and prepared dirt roads at an altitude of up to 1,500 meters above 
sea level in all climatic conditions . The cruising speed of the aircraft is 780-850 
km / h, and the cruising altitude is up to 12,200 m. The length of the passenger 
compartment and the arrangement of passengers in a row according to the 2+3 
scheme allow the operator to combine various single-class and mixed layouts in 
the range of 68-80 passengers with economy, business and first-class cabins. The 
arrangement of the A1 passenger cabin in economy class is carried out according 
to the scheme of 2+3 seats in a row. The aircraft is equipped with the most modern 
flight navigation and radio communication equipment, which complies with 
international ICAO standards; Flight information is displayed on five 
multifunctional liquid crystal displays. The complex of radio-electronic equipment 
provides an opportunity to land the car in difficult meteorological and night 
conditions in accordance with category IIIA ICAO. 

 
The An-158 aircraft is equipped with two D-436-148- Two-circuit turbojet engines 
developed by ZMKB progress and manufactured by Motor Sich OJSC. Fuel 
consumption - 1458 kg/h at maximum payload. In addition, an AI-450-MS 
auxiliary power plant is used. In addition, the Oleg Antonov ANTK is additionally 
working on options for installing a foreign CF34-10 engine on the aircraft. The 
fuel efficiency of the A1 aircraft is 22.0 G/PCM. 

 
Among the competitive advantages of the aircraft, experts note the traditional "on" 
high-engine arrangement - this allows the aircraft to land even on runways with a 
dirty surface, reducing the risk of dirt getting into the engine. 

 
The developer has defined the service life of the aircraft at around 80,000 hours 
with a calendar service life of 30 years. 
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1. AIRCRAFT LAYOUT 
1.1. General Provisions 

By layout is meant the process of spatial connection of aircraft parts (wings, 
engines, tail, landing gear), structural and propulsion schemes into a single whole, 
placement of passenger and household fuselage equipment, cargo and equipment. 
The layout of the aircraft can be divided into the following interrelated processes: 
aerodynamics, volume-mass and structure-power. The implementation of each of 
them is aimed at achieving high economy of the aircraft. 
The main layout tasks that should be solved when performing CP: placement of 
units, target load on the aircraft, provided that the required range of operation of 
centering is provided; development and mutual linking of structural and power 
schemes of aircraft parts (fuselage, wings, tail, landing gear, etc.). 
The requirements for the layout of an aircraft are mostly contradictory. Therefore, 
the requirements for ensuring easy maintenance require the presence of a large 
number of cutouts and operational connections in the design of the airframe, as a 
result of which, in order to ensure the required strength of the structure, it is 
necessary to further strengthen it zones, which in turn increases the weight of the 
structure, complicates production and leads to an increase in the cost of the 
aircraft. Therefore, compromise decisions must be made to meet these conflicting 
requirements. 
When assembling the aircraft, if possible, use well-known technical solutions that 
have been successfully applied to other aircraft. In this case, you only need to 
make small changes to the design of the units (wings, landing gear, empennage, 
fuselage) in accordance with the specific technical, economic and other 
requirements. It is also necessary to use the principle of combining several 
functions performed by the same structural element or unit. For example, hatches 
are made in such a way that they perform technological and operational functions; 
the same power frames of the tail section of the fuselage were used both for fixing 
the horizontal stabilizer to the fuselage and for the engines. This approach makes 
it possible not only to reduce the weight of the structure, but also to get large 
volumes into the aircraft to accommodate the target load. 
When developing the design and propulsion scheme of the aircraft, the following 
approaches should be implemented: 
- The transfer and compensation of concentrated loads to the components should 
be carried out in the shortest possible way; 
- It is desirable to transmit bending moments over the largest possible overall 
height and torques over a closed contour with the largest possible area. 
It should be remembered that all units and loads inside the aircraft may require a 
strictly defined place on the aircraft or are not bound by strict requirements for 
their placement. 
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When designing the aircraft, first of all, fuel and cargo are placed, the weight of 
which varies from flight to flight (passengers, luggage, cargo). Then they place 
cargo that requires a certain location on the aircraft, and finally – all other cargoes 
that can be placed anywhere on the aircraft, provided that the volume of the 
fuselage, other parts of the airframe and aircraft operating facilities are rationally 
used, provided, etc. As a rule, the process of layout and centering is iterative, the 
achievement of the necessary operational and technical indicators of the designed 
aircraft is achieved after a series of successive approximations. 

 
1.2. Aerodynamic layout 
The aerodynamic layout is carried out in order to obtain with the lowest energy 
costs: 
-the minimum dimensions of the aircraft required to meet operational and 
technical requirements; 
-optimal mutual arrangement of the main units of the aircraft (wing, tail, engine); 
-a wide range of flight speeds - from take-off and landing to the maximum 
permissible; 
-maximum aerodynamic quality of the aircraft in cruising flight mode; 
-the maximum possible lift coefficient during take-off and landing; 
-minimal losses for balancing and normalized reserves for stability and 
controllability in all flight modes; 
-favorable conditions for the operation of the power plant; 
- safe behavior of the aircraft in extreme flight modes (at high angles of attack or 
speeds) and the absence of the appearance of dangerous phenomena such as 
flapping, bafting, corkscrew, etc. 
The necessary flight data of the aircraft can be provided due to the optimal choice 
of the parameters of the fuselage, the tail, the type of wing mechanics, its 
extension, the sweep and the narrowing of the relative thickness of the profile. At 
the same time, the location of the focus relative to the center of mass of the 
aircraft in different flight modes is important, which is given by the choice of the 
appropriate profile. The result of the aerodynamic design of the aircraft is a 
preliminary variant of the dimensional drawing in three projections, which is 
determined after carrying out the volumetric mass and structural power design. 

 
1.3.Volume and mass layout 
The purpose of the bulk layout is the optimal placement of commercial and 
service cargo, household equipment, landing gear, functional systems in a certain 
volume of the fuselage and other aircraft units. When choosing the shape and 
dimensions of the fuselage cross-section, it is necessary to be guided by the 
requirements of aerodynamics and passenger comfort. At this stage of CP 
development, it is necessary to make a decision on the number, type and 
placement of doors, hatches and emergency exits. Within the framework of 
volumetric mass design, calculations of aircraft centering are carried out for the 
most typical cases of operation, even if they are parked on the ground. 
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1.3.1. Passenger equipment 
Passenger equipment includes seats, shelves for hand luggage, emergency and 
household appliances. 
The arrangement of the passenger cabin must meet the requirements to ensure the 
specific volume of the cabin per passenger. This parameter is important due to the 
requirements to ensure the necessary comfort for passengers and crew members. 
The values of these values should not be less than those indicated in the Table 1.1. 

Table1.1. 
Minimum values of the specific volume of passenger cabins, m3/person. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

The dimensions of the passenger cabin are determined by the number of 
passengers with standard seating. Currently, three classes of passenger cabins 
(salons) are used in air transport: first (usually on long-haul aircraft), business class 
(on aircraft where there is no first class) and economy. These classes differ in 
passenger comfort and terms of service. Airlines often practice their own passenger 
serviceclasses, which can combine the characteristics of neighboring classes. For 
example, economy comfort or economy premium classes are often practiced, 
which are located between business class and economy class. First-class passenger 
cabins can be equipped with 180 ° folding chairs or small sofas, and more and 
more airlines are equipping planes with separate compartments. Business class 
chairs are available in two versions: with 160° or 180° folding backrests, which 
form mini-sofas parallel to the floor. Economy class seats can be with a reclining 
backrest or deviate at an angle of up to 360 °. 
In the cabins of the first class, only blocks with two seats are installed, and in other 
classes – blocks with two or three seats. The number of blocks of seats in the 
transverse row and in the aisles is selected based on statistical data that are similar 
in terms of passenger capacity and the purpose of the aircraft. 

 
If cargo compartments are to be placed under the floor of the passenger 
compartment, then in order to form the contours of the lower part of the fuselage, it 
is necessary first to determine the type of standard aircraft containers, while fixing 
the thickness of the floor to approximately 5% of the cabin width. In the drawing 
of the hull section, the contours of the selected container should be drawn on the 
appropriate scale, taking into account the distance (top and side) between the 
container and the structural elements of the cargo compartment of at least 50 mm. 
In the case of container-free cargo transportation, to ensure the convenience of 
service personnel, it is necessary to bring the height of the cargo compartment to 
900 ... 1100 mm. 
In the absence of an arrangement in the bottom surface of cargo compartments, the 
contours of the lower part of the fuselage are determined based on considerations 
of the purpose of the aircraft, the chosen aerodynamic scheme, etc. 
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Fuselage 
diameter 

Flight duration, hour. 
up to 1 1…2 2…4 4…6 6…8 8 and more 

up to 4 m 0,84 0,85 0,92 0,98 1,2 1,2 
4 m and more 0,96 0,98 1,06 1,13 1,27 1,36 

 



 
1.3.2. Crew Cabin 

On the one hand, the crew cabin should occupy the smallest volume, and on the 
other hand, provide the pilots with satisfactory working and rest conditions. It is 
necessary that the layout of the crew cabin, the location of the main and emergency 
control allow the crew members to control the aircraft without effort and fatigue. 
The general ergonomic requirements are as follows: the levers and handles most 
often used by pilots should be located in the visual zone, in the most optimal 
working area, and others - in the range zone and, if possible, in the visual zone. 
The crew of modern passenger aircraft consists of two or three people: two pilots 
or two pilots and an on-board engineer (on the long-haul) 
Aircraft). Due to the recent widespread use of displays on dashboards, the 
workplaces of on-board engineers are most often located between pilots. 
Sometimes there are places for an inspector (instructor, trainee) in the crew cabins. 

 
1.3.3. Cargo spaces 

Cargo compartments can be located on the floor of the passenger cabin or under it 
in a sealed part of the fuselage. In the first case, cargo compartments tend to be 
placed in front of and behind the passenger cabin. This approach makes it possible, 
by adjusting the weight of the cargo, to ensure the necessary alignment of the 
aircraft depending on the number of passengers. The location of the cargo 
compartments is determined when assessing the length of the fuselage, while it is 
recommended to use the data of prototype aircraft. Having determined the types 
and sizes of containers when forming the hull section, it is possible to calculate the 
total length of cargo compartments and the number of containers. 

 
1.3.4. Kitchens and sideboards 

For the catering of passengers on flights on intercontinental and long-haul flights, 
depending on the number of passengers, from 1 ... 2 Kitchens went out. If the 
aircraft has passenger cabins of different classes, then it must have two kitchens. 
According to OST 54-3-61-93, with a flight duration of less than three hours, 
passengers are not offered hot meals, so the plane can only be equipped with a 
buffet of soft drinks, tea, coffee and light snacks. Buffets may not be installed on 
flights with a departure weight of up to 10 tons. The buffet and kitchen equipment 
must necessarily be located in front of the door. Kitchens and cabinets can not be 
placed near toilets or combined with wardrobes. In wide-body aircraft, buffet and 
kitchen appliances can be placed under the floor, and service trolleys with food are 
brought to the salons by elevator. 

 
1.3.5. Wardrobes 

Wardrobes for outerwear of passengers are located near the entrance and exit 
doors, near the passenger compartment. The crew's wardrobe is usually made 
separately. Clothes in wardrobes are hung on hangers suspended on fixed pipes. 
The width of one row is 500…600 mm, the pitch of the hangers is 70.80 mm. 
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1.3.6. Toilet rooms 
In passenger aircraft, water supply and disposal systems are used to ensure normal 
living conditions for passengers and crew members. According to the principle of 
operation, there are two types of the latter systems: water vacuum (for example, in 
an A-320 aircraft) and circulation (Boeing 737 aircraft). In the first case, the waste 
is sucked into a special tank by vacuum, and the residues are washed off from the 
water supply tank with a relatively small amount of water. In the second case, the 
flushing water is taken from a separate tank, and special chemicals are added to the 
sewage tank to disinfect the water and deprive it of an unpleasant odor. 
The number of toilet rooms depends on the number of passengers and the duration 
of the flight (Table 1.1). 
If the flight duration is less than an hour, and the number of passengers is up to 15 
people, then the toilet on the plane can not be made. 

 
 
 

 

Fig. 1.1. Toilet room elements 
 

1-toilet bowl; 2-ventilation grilles; 3-paper holders; 4-drain button; 
5-Table; 6-lighting shades; 7-oxygen mask; 8-sound speaker; 9 - Mirror; 10 - 
napkin dispenser; 11-tap; 12 - washbasin sink; 13 - soap dispenser; 14-garbage 
container; 15-information panel; 16-locker; 17-individual ventilation nozzles; 18 – 
handrail. 
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1.3.7. Normal emergency exits and emergency exits for exiting the aircraft 

 
The design of the passenger compartment of the aircraft is greatly influenced by 
the placement of emergency rescue equipment. One of the main factors is the 
number and parameters of normal and emergency exits, the provision of passages 
to them. Normal doors for boarding and disembarking passengers are located on 
the port side of the fuselage, and on wide-body aircraft they can be located on both 
sides. According to the requirements of the aviation regulations (AR-25) [1], the 
evacuation of passengers and crew members must be carried out in a time not 
exceeding 50% of the normal and emergency exits on both sides of the fuselage are 
open in 90 seconds. To meet these requirements, the following types of emergency 
exits are used on airplanes (table.1.2). 
In addition to these emergency exits, lower hull exits and exits to the rear of the 
hull, sealed partitions can also be used everywhere. 
The minimum number and types of emergency exits for the number of passenger 
cities from 1 to 179 are determined according to the data in the table. 1.3, if the 
number of passengers exceeds 179 people, additional emergency exits are required 
according to the table. 1.4. 

Тable 1.2. 
Types and parameters of emergency exits 
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Тype 

 
Width x height, 

mm (not less) 

Radii of rounding 
corners from the 

opening width (max) 

 

Location 

I 610х 1220 1/3 At floor level 
II 510х1120 1/3 For high wing planes-at floor 

level. When placed above the 
wing, there can be a threshold: 
inside the aircraft with a height 

of no more than 250 mm; 
outside – no more than 430 mm 

III 510х915 1/3 When placed above the wing, 
there can be a threshold: inside 
the aircraft with a height of no 
more than 510 mm; outside – 

no more than 685 mm 
IV 485х660 1/3 When placed above the wing, 

there can be a threshold: inside 
the aircraft with a height of no 
more than 735 mm; outside – 

no more than 915 mm 
А 1070х1830 1/6 At floor level 

 



With more than 299 passenger seats, each emergency exit on board the fuselage 
must be an exit of type A or I. Each pair of type A exits is allowed to have 110 
passenger seats, and each pair of type I exits is allowed to have 45 seats. 
In the event of an emergency flood, emergency exits must be provided in 
accordance with the following requirements: 
- in aircraft with 9 or fewer passenger seats – one exit on each side of the aircraft 
above the waterline, which corresponds in size to at least one Type IV exit; 
- in the case of aircraft with 10 or more passenger seats – one exit for each side of 
the aircraft above the waterline, corresponding in size to at least one type III exit, 
for each block or part of a block of 35 passengers – at least two such exits in the 
passenger cabin, that is, one for each side of the aircraft. 

Таble 1.3. 
Minimum number and types of emergency exits with passenger capacity up to 179 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Таble 1.4. 
Additional emergency exits if the number of passenger seats exceeds 179 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

On aircraft with a passenger capacity of more than 20 people, emergency exits for 
crew members should be located in the area of crew accommodation - one 
for each side of the hull or an upper hatch should be provided. The outputs must 
have a rectangular shape with a size of at least 485 x 510 mm. 
The distribution of emergency exits along the fuselage should be as uniform as 
possible, taking into account the peculiarities of passenger accommodation, but it 
is not necessary that the dimensions and location of the emergency exits on the 
sides of the cabin be symmetrical. 
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Number of passenger seats 

Number of emergency exits on each side of the 
fuselage 

Тype I Тype II Тype III Тype IV 

1…9 - - - 1 
10…19 - - 1 - 
20…39 - 1 1 - 
40…79 1 - 1 - 

80…109 1 - 2 - 
110…139 2 - 1 - 
140…179 2 - 2 - 

 

Additional emergency exits Allowable increasing of amount of 
passenger seats 

Type А 110 
Type I 45 
Type II 40 
Type III 35 

 



 
If only a ground-level emergency exit is required on each side of the fuselage, and 
the aircraft does not have an emergency exit in the tail section or a ventral 
emergency exit, then the ground-level emergency exit should be located behind the 
passenger compartment. If more than one exit is required on each side of the hull, 
they should be located at the ends of the cabin. 
If the aircraft has a longitudinal passage in the passenger compartment, the 
emergency exits must be arranged in such a way that passengers have the 
opportunity to reach them both from the front and from the rear. If there are two or 

 
more longitudinal aisles for unhindered access of passengers to emergency exits, 
the transverse aisles between the longitudinal aisles should have a width of at least 
510 mm. 
The passage from one passenger compartment to another for access to the 
emergency exit must be free, but the salons can be separated from each other by 
curtains. 
If an emergency exit, including type A, is located at a height of more than 1830 
mm from the ground, when the aircraft is on the ground with the landing gear 
loosened and is not above the wing, then in this case it must be equipped with 
means that can help people get to the ground. One such means is a self-supporting 
inflatable emergency ladder, for example, TNO-2M (TND) or foreign analogues. 
Their weight with a container is 22, depending on the type of aircraft ... 70 kg. 
Ladders should be located near the entrance door or emergency exits. Considering 
that in medium and long-range aircraft of such ladders, their mass can be taken into 
account several times when calculating the masses and centering capabilities of the 
aircraft. 
On airplanes that make long flights over water areas, individual inflatable vests for 
crew members and passengers, as well as group rescue islands, are required. For 
example, the ASJ-63P flying vest has a mass of 1.12 kg, and the mass of a raft of 
the PSN-20AK type (designed for 20 people) or PSN-6AK type (designed for 6 
people) is 82 and 41 kg, respectively . 

 
1.4. Structure and performance layout 

 
The main task of the structure and power layout is the creation or selection of such 
circuits of aircraft parts that would ensure: 
- the minimum weight of the structure of the parts of the aircraft and the entire 
aircraft as a whole; 
- organic unification (connection) of power elements of the structure with the 
placement of the target cargo, crew, equipment, power plant; 
- Consideration of the requirements for production and operational 
manufacturability; 
- the necessary rigidity of the structure, taking into account the dynamic load and 
damping agents for the static and dynamic structural strength in the air flow; 
- Obtaining the necessary resources and safety in case of local fatigue damage. 
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In structural and power supply planning, operational accesses (accesses) to the 
areas where the units are located, wiring of equipment systems and aircraft control, 
as well as accesses to parts of the structure that should be inspected during the 
operation of the aircraft should be provided. 
The layout of the aircraft is completed by assembling its drawing. The drawing 
should depict the longitudinal section of the aircraft and the type of cabin in the 
plan, as well as cross sections in the places of the cargo (passenger) cabin, engine 
mounts, tail, landing gear, etc. The drawing should also show the placement of 
cargo, passengers and crew. 

 
The contours of the main units are drawn and the scheme of their attachment to the 
power frame is marked. 
The tasks of the structure and performance layout also include the installation of 
operational and technological (production) connections of aircraft parts. 
Simultaneously with the process of structural and power design, possible 
technologies for manufacturing parts of the aircraft and its assembly are 
considered, since the selected technological processes can determine the features of 
the power scheme of the design. 
The layout drawing, together with the general view of the aircraft (in three 
projections), serves as the basis for theoretical drawings of the fuselage and its 
interface with other parts of the aircraft. 
The general appearance of the aircraft allows you to associate its main overall 
dimensions with external shapes. It is necessary, for example, to make drawings of 
a model intended for aerodynamic research (blowing in the wind tunnel). The 
execution of the overall view drawing is inextricably linked with the layout and 
alignment, aerodynamic calculation, calculation of stability and controllability, etc. 
According to their results, the necessary changes and additions are made to the 
drawings of the general appearance of the aircraft. 
The drawing of the overall view of the aircraft must be in accordance with 
The requirements of the ESKD and DSTU relate to the layout and text part of the 
CP, in which the necessary calculations and justifications of the decisions made 
should be included. 

 
1.5. Selection and justification of layout schemes 

To meet the requirements indicated above, the following parameters are selected: 
the aerodynamic scheme is a classic low-wing aircraft, which is justified by the 
following factors: 
- increased passenger safety in the event of a possible fall (part of the impact 
energy is taken over by the wing); 
-Improved buoyancy when landing on water terrain. 
- in case of an emergency landing, an umbrella effect is possible (reduction of the 
force of the impact energy) 
- The ventral part of the wing is more effectively involved in the generation of 
aerodynamic lift. 
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- Since the landing gear supports are connected to the wing, and the landing gear is 
removed in the fuselage in flight mode, the mass of such a structure is less than in 
the high-wing scheme. 
- Since the engines are placed on pylons under the wing, air losses due to shading 
of the air intakes are minimal. 
Minuses: 
- As the degree of two-circuit increases, the total and mass parameters of the 
engine increase, this must be taken into account when calculating the chassis in 
order to ensure the normal functioning of the engine. 
- Dust and other elements can get out of the runway if the engines are placed under 
the wing, which can lead to engine failures. 
The tail of this aircraft is placed according to the normal scheme - (horizontal tail) 
HT and VT are located behind the wing and are attached to the tail section. 
Main benefits: 
- the possibility of effective use of wing mechanization; 
-easy balancing of the aircraft with the flaps open; 
-The placement of the tail behind the wing allows you to make the nose of the 
fuselage shorter, which improves visibility for the pilot, and also reduces the plane 
of the VT, since the shortened nose of the fuselage causes the appearance of a 
smaller destabilizing travel moment; 
-the possibility of reducing the range of VT and HT, since their shoulders are much 
larger than in other schemes. 
Minuses: 
-HT generates a negative lift force in almost all flight modes, this leads to a 
decrease in the lift force of the entire aircraft; 
- Since the HT works in an excited flow behind the wing, this negatively affects its 
functioning. 

 
1.6. Selection of the main parameters of the sash 
The main parameters of the wing include the profile and the relative thickness or , 
the arrowhead length of 0.25 sinews, the extension length, the narrowing length, 
the angle of the transverse V-wing and the specific load of the wing, the shape of 
the wing in the floor plan. Combinations of the parameters given in Table 1.5 are 
typical for modern aircraft. 

 
Тable 1.5 

Typical parameter combinations 
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Aircraft Wing 
parameters Take-off weight of the aircraft 

up to 15 t from 20 to 40 t from 50 to 100 t above 150 t 
lо 8...12 7...9 6,5…8 6,5.. .9,0 
c ∘ 6°...8° 20°...25° 30°...32° 32°...35° 
CA 0,12...0,14 0,11...0,12 0,10...0,12 0,12...0,14 

Ро(CPа) 2,0...3,0 3,5...4,0 4,5...5,5 8,5...6,0 
 



 
The aerodynamic characteristics of the wing are largely determined by the shape of 
the wing in plan. The profile parameters ( X , f ) and the relative thickness of the 

C 
 

wing ( C A ), as the practice of aircraft construction shows, depend on the number of 
Mach M of cruising flight-Mk (see Table 1.6.). 

Table 1.6 
Dependence of profile parameters on the Mach number 

 
 

  

 
 
 
 

The appropriate range of application of different types of profiles: 
High - carrying type NАСА - when V> 400 km/h. 
Latinized type NАСА- when 400 km/h < V<650 km/h. 
Laminated high - speed at 600 km/h<V <750 km/h 
Critical (peak) - when 750 km/h< V< 850 km/h 
Supercritical - at V> 800 km/h. 

 
For the wings of modern aircraft, the speed of which is close to sound, use 
symmetrical and asymmetric profiles with a sharper leading edge and a relatively 
rear position of the maximum thickness X = 35 ... 45%. They are characterized by 

C 

a smoother pressure distribution along the wing chords, which reduces the value of 
the local airspeed over the upper surface of the wing and contributes to an increase 
in the critical number of Mcr. flights. From the same understanding, the relative 
thickness of the wing of aircraft whose speed is close to sound (Mcr. = 0.8 .... 0.9) 
is usually reduced (12 ... 14% at the root and 8 ..... 9% at the end of the wing). In 
recent years, so-called supercritical profiles (double curvature profiles) have also 
been used for the wings of passenger aircraft whose speed is close to sound, 
compared with conventional profiles of the same relative thickness, they have 
higher (by 0.08" ... 0.1) Mcr values. 
It should be borne in mind that all of the above measures aimed at increasing the 
flight Mcr adversely affect the stiffness properties and weight characteristics of the 
wing, and also lead to a noticeable decrease in the maximum values of the lift 
coefficients of the Su max. 
The swing of the wing is a means of increasing the critical flight power figure. An 
increase in the swing of the wing not only postpones the onset of the wave crisis at 
high flight speeds, but also softens its course, reduces the increase in resistance, 
improves the stability and control characteristics of the aircraft, the speed of which 
is close to the sound . In addition, the swing of the wing increases the critical speed 
of the flapper and divergence. However, as the swing angle increases, the wing 
width and wingspan decrease, and the effectiveness of the take-off and landing 
mechanics decreases. Due to the lateral flow of the boundary layer to the ends of 
the arrow wing, it tends to eventually interrupt the flow at high angles of attack, 
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MК c о l h C A ,% X C f ,% 
0,85…0,9 
0,6…0,8 

35o…40o 
0o…25o 

6,5…8,5 
7…12 

3,5…4,5 
2,5…3,5 

9…12 
12…18 

35…45 
30…40 

0…2,5 
1…3,5 

 



 
which can lead to a loss of the transverse controllability and longitudinal instability 
of the aircraft during landing. Sweep complicates the manufacture and increases 
the weight of the wing. 
These circumstances cause the "careful" use of sweep, that is, the sweep angle of 
the wing of aircraft whose speed is close to sound, is usually selected at a 
minimum determined by the value of a given speed (number of Mcr) of cruising 
flight. 
Wing elongation is a parameter that significantly affects the value of inductive 
resistance and the maximum quality of the wing and the aircraft. In addition, l 
affects the weight and stiffness of the wing. 
Transport aircraft, whose speed is close to sound, have wings with zero and low 
sweep. The elongation of such wings is in a fairly wide range l = 8 ... 12, and large 
values of elongations are, as a rule, for large-sized aircraft with a long-estimated 
flight range. Increased wing elongation values are sometimes chosen for aircraft 
with a short flight range in connection with the desire to improve their take-off and 
landing characteristics. For an approximate estimate of the elongation of the 
projected aircraft wing, the formula l=10,5соs2c can be used. The obtained 
elongation value is adjusted based on data on the parameters of the wing of analog 
aircraft. 
The narrowing of the wing has an opposite effect on the aerodynamics, weight and 
stiffness of the wing. The increase in taper has a positive effect on the distribution 
of external loads, stiffness and weight of the wing. It also leads to an increase in 
the overall height and volume of the central part of the wing, which facilitates the 
placement of fuel and various power units, and the growth of the wing area 
serviced by mechanization significantly increases its efficiency, however, an 
increase in wing narrowing has negative sides. The most important is the trend 
Wings with a large narrowing until the final disturbance of the flow, while 
reducing the efficiency of the ailerons. In connection with these circumstances, the 
narrowing of the straight wings of aircraft, the speed of which is close to the 
sound, is usually carried out small and is the value of h = 2 ..... 2.5, which ensures 
that the inductive resistance of the wing is close to a minimum and high. the value 
of C in max pos С у mах. The angle of the transverse V wing, as it is clear, serves as 
a means of ensuring the degree of transverse stability of the aircraft. Its magnitude 
and sign depend mainly on the layout of the aircraft, and for aircraft with swept 
wings - also on the angle of the sweep. For straight wings of aircraft whose speed 
is close to sound, the value of the transverse V angle is in the range of 5 ° ... 7° - for 
the low-plane scheme, up to -1°..-2° - for high-altitude. Sweep increases the lateral 
stability of the wing and therefore swept wings should add a negative transverse V. 
However, layout and other requirements (for example, landing with a roll) may 
cause a positive V swept wing. This will lead to the installation of automatic yaw 
dampers in the control system and will require some increase in the area of the 
vertical tail 
Select the following parameters 
λ = 9,6; η = 3,8;   𝐶̅	=0,11; χ0.25 =25°. 
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1.7. Selection of the main parameters of the fuselage 
 

The aerodynamic and weight characteristics of the fuselage depend significantly on 
its shape and dimensions, determined by such geometric parameters as the shape of 
the cross section, elongation lф and diameter of the fuselage Df. It should be noted 
that the elongation and length of the fuselage are specified in the layout of the 
aircraft with the conditions for providing the necessary volumes to accommodate 
the crew, passengers and cargo, as well as acceptable shoulders LVP and LGP 
horizontal and vertical tail of the aircraft. The lengthening of the fuselage and its 
parts (nose ln and tail lt) are selected from the understanding of aerodynamics and 
the weight of the fuselage. 

 
When choosing lf a projected aircraft, you can focus on the following statistics of 
modern aircraft. 
At Mk≤0,7: lf=7...8 - passenger aircraft MPL and BMS lf =8...9 - medium long- 
haul aircraft. 
At Mk ≤ 0,9: lf = 9...10 - large passenger aircraft; lf =10...13 - long-range mainline 
aircraft. 
It should be borne in mind that the value of l increases slightly if the aircraft 
engines are placed on the tail of the fuselage. The elongation of the nose and tail 
parts of the fuselage lie within: 

at Mk ≤ 0,7; ln=1,2..1,5; lt =2,0...2,5; 
at Mk ≤ 0,9; ln =1,7...2,0; lt =3,0...3,2; 

Since the passenger capacity of this aircraft is 86 people, the following parameters 
were adopted to ensure comfortable flight conditions: 
Df=3,4 m, λf =8,6 m 
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2. DETERMINATION OF THE MAIN GEOMETRIC PARAMETERS OF 

THE AIRCRAFT LAYOUT 
2.1. Determination of the geometric parameters of the wing 

The geometric characteristics of the wing are determined based on the take-off 
m × g 

mass m0 and the specific load on the wing Ro. First find the wing area: Swa = 0 

P0 

=85,22 m2. 

The wingspan is calculated by the formula: l = Swa lw      P =28,60 m. 

Root chord: b = 2Swa ×h =4,72 m, and the tip chord b = b0 =1,24 m. 
0 (1+h) × l K h 

The lateral chord for a trapezoidal wing is defined by the expression: 

b = b æ - h -1 × DФ ö 
0 0 ç1 

h l 
÷ =4,30 m. 

è ø 
where DФ is taken according to preliminary calculations. 

The maximum thickness of the wing in any section of its span is equal to 
Ci = C × bі . 

When choosing the power scheme of the wing, the number of spars and their 
position are determined, as well as the places of division of the wing. 

On modern aircraft, a caisson wing and two or three spars are used; a single- 
spar wing is used on light sports, sanitary and other aircraft. 
The relative position of the spars in the wing along the chord is equal to: 

 
 

X = X i 
i 

b 
wnere Хі - the distance of the i-th spar from the wing tip, b - chord. 
In the wing with two spars: X 1 = 0,2; X 2 = 0,6. 

 

In the wing with three spars: X 1 = 0,15 ; X 2 = 0,4; X 3 = 0,65 
This determines the width of the caisson and the capacity of the fuel tanks. 
Value bсах = 3,32 m. 
After determining the geometric characteristics of the wings, they proceed to the 
evaluation of the geometry of the ailerons and the mechanization of the wing. 
The geometric parameters of the aileron are determined in the sequence: 
the span of the ailerons: lеl = (0,3…0, 4)×l/2; 
aileron chord: bеl = (0,22…0,26)×bi; 
Aileron square: Sel = (0,05…0,08)×Sw/2; 
Increasing the recommended values of lel and bel is not rational. With an increase in 
the cases above the specified values, the growth of the aileron torque coefficient 
slows down, and the scope of mechanization decreases. As the white increases, the 
width of the caisson decreases. 
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On the aircraft of the third generation, there was a tendency to decrease the relative 
span and area of the ailerons. So, on Tu-154 aircraft 𝑙#	 =0,122. In this case, in 𝑒𝑙	
addition to ailerons, interceptors are also used for transverse control of the aircraft. 
Due to this, the scope and area of mechanization can be increased, which improves 
the take-off and landing characteristics of the aircraft. 

 

2.2. Determination of the geometric characteristics of the hull 
When choosing the shape and dimensions of the fuselage cross-section, it is 
necessary to proceed from the requirements of aerodynamics (flow and cross- 
sectional area). 

 
In relation to passenger and transport aircraft, the speed of which is less than the 
speed of sound (V < 800 km / h), the wave resistance has almost no effect. 
Therefore, the shape should be chosen in conditions of ensuring the smallest values 
of the corresponding friction resistance Cxf and profile resistance Схр, 
On supersonic flights, the value of the Cxf wave drag is influenced by the shape of 
the nose of the fuselage. 
The use of the chewing shape of the nose of the fuselage significantly reduces its 
wave resistance. 
For around sound aircraft, the nose of the fuselage should lnf.=(2…3)×Df, where Df 

is the diameter of the fuselage. 
In addition to taking into account the requirements of aerodynamics, when 
choosing the shape of the intersection, it is necessary to take into account the 
conditions of the layout and strength requirements. 
To ensure a minimum weight, the most preferred form of the fuselage cross-section 
must be recognized as a circular cross-section. In this case, the thickness of the 
fuselage skin is obtained less. As a variation of such a section, combinations of two 
or more occiles can be used both vertically and horizontally. 
For transport aircraft, when choosing the shape of the fuselage cross-section, the 
issues of aerodynamics do not become paramount and the shape of the cross- 
section can be rectangular or close to it. 
The geometric parameters of the fuselage include: 
-fuselage diameter Df; 
-fuselage length Lf; 

- fuselage extension 𝜆			=		𝐿ƒ	; 
$	 𝐷ƒ	

- extension of the nose of the fuselage: 𝜆	 =	 𝐿𝑛ƒ	
𝑛$	 𝐷𝑛ƒ	

- fuselage tail extension: 𝜆𝑡𝑒	 =	 𝐿𝑡𝑒	
𝐷𝑡𝑒	

where Lnf і Lte.- the length of the nose and tail parts of the fuselage. 
 

The length of the fuselage is determined taking into account the layout of the 
aircraft, the layout and alignment features, as well as providing a landing angle of 
attack αattc. 
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We define the following fuselage parameters: 
𝐿$	=	𝜆$	×	𝐷$	lф = lF × DF =8,6*3,4=28,5438 m. 
𝐿𝑛$	=	𝜆𝑛$	×	𝐷𝑛$	;	𝐿𝑛$	=1,5*3,4 =5,1 m. 
𝐿𝑡𝑒	 =	𝜆𝑡𝑒	×	𝐷𝑛$	 ;	𝐿𝑡𝑒	 =2,5*3,4=8,5 m. 

At the stage of preliminary design, in the process of preliminary surveys to 
determine the length of the fuselage, we can recommend the ratio for aircraft: 
with direct angle: Lf/lw = 0,65…0,75 when lw = 9…11; 

Lf/lw = 0,75…0,85 when lw = 8; 
with sweepback angle Lf/lw = 0,8…0,95 when lw = 8…10; 
when Х0 – 35…45° : Lf/lW = 0,95…1,25 when lW = 3…5. 
When determining the fuselage diameter, they strive to ensure a minimum mid- 
section of the Smф on one side and ensure layout requirements on the other.For 
passenger and transport aircraft, the fuselage midsection is primarily determined by 
the dimensions of the passenger compartment or cargo cabin. 
For short-haul aircraft, you can approximately take: 
cabin height h1 =1,75 m; 
the width of the aisle bai =0,45... 0,5m; 
distance from the window to the floor h2 =1,0 m; 
luggage compartment height h3 = 0,6... 0,9m. 

 
For mainline aircraft, you can recommend accordingly: 
interior height h1 =1,9 m; 
aisle width bai =0,6m; 
distance from the window to the floor h2 = 1,0 m; 
baggage compartment height h3 = 0,9.. .1,3m. 

 
It should be noted that determining the required width of the passenger 
compartment does not yet make it possible to determine the optimal dimensions of 
the fuselage cross-section. From a constructive point of view, it makes sense to 
have a round trunk cross-section, since in this case it is the most durable and 
lightweight. However, for the accommodation of passengers and cargo, this form is 
not always optimal. It is more expedient to form a trunk cross-section through an 
oval or a cross-section of two circles. It must be remembered that the oval shape is 
inconvenient in manufacturing, and the upper and lower plates bend under 
excessive pressure and require the introduction of yoke beams and other 
reinforcements into the structure. 
The division of conventional frames into hull structures ranges from 360 to 500 
mm, depending on the size of the hull and the layout class of passenger cabins. For 
hull diameters smaller than 2800 mm, this shape is often deviated from after 
understanding the layout. 
Use a section consisting of two ordinary circles. In this case, the floor of the 
passenger cabin is made in the plane of the arch termination. 
The windows of the passenger cabin are arranged in a light line (in the case of a 
multi-decker by the number of decks). The shape of the windows is round with a 
diameter of 300...400 mm or rectangular with rounded corners. The division of the 
windows corresponds to the division of the frames 500 ...510 mm. 
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It is also necessary to check the volume per man. 

 
The length of the passenger cabin of the Cab. to accommodate the same type of 
seats placed in N transverse rows with a constant step of Dcr., can be calculated 
by the formula 

Lcab=L1+(N-1)Lcab+L2, 

where L1 - distance from the plane of the front partition to the first row of 
seats,mm 
L2 - distance from the plane of the rear partition to the back of the chair, mm. 
1 class νpas=Vcab/n =1,5…1,8m3 
Tourist class νcab= 1,2…1,3m3 
Econom class νcab= 0,9…1,0m3 
The longer the flight range, the larger the specific volume per man should be. 

 
2.3. Crew cabin 

 
The length of the cabin depends on the number and relative location of the crew's 
work places. The average length of the cockpit it is 2300...3300 mm. The crew 
cabin is separated from other areas of the fuselage by a strong partition equipped 
with a door with a lock. 

 
When designing the cockpit, it is also necessary to remember that during a visual 
flight, the pilot should be able to see such a part of the airspace that allows 
controlling the flight path and preventing collisions with other aircraft or 
obstacles. Practically, this is ensured by minimal viewing angles during cruising 
flight, takeoff, run and taxiing. To determine the viewing angles, the starting point 
is the point of the calculated position of the pilot's eyes. For example, the forward 
view in cruising flight mode from the estimated position of the pilot's eyes should 
be 170 down and 200 up. Therefore, in order to ensure the necessary inspection, 
zones are determined in which objects should be absent, for example, the lamp 
posts of the crew cabin that limit the fields of view, as well as zones in which the 
dimensions of these objects should be limited. For the same purpose, the windows 
of the crew cabin lamp are produced in a special form. 

 
As an example in Fig.2.1. a diagram of the minimum external view from the left 
pilot's cocpit place in horizontal flight is shown 
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Figure 2.1. Diagram of the external inspection zone of the 

left pilot 
Each passenger plane must have the following number of flight attendants: 
For aircraft with a passenger capacity of more than 9, but less than 
51passengers – 1 flight attendant; 

1) For aircraft with a passenger capacity of more than 50, but less 
than 101passengers – 2 flight attendants; 
2) For aircraft with a passenger capacity of more than 100 passengers - 2 
flight attendants and one additional flight attendant for each compartment 
(or part of thecompartment) containing 50 seats over the specified 100. 
During takeoff and landing, flight attendants should be as close as possible 
(as possible) to the necessary exits at floor level and be evenly distributed 
throughout the aircraft to ensure the most efficient exit of passengers in 
emergency evacuationconditions. This determines the location of the flight 
attendants' work places. 

 
2.4. Cargo comparetmens 

 
Cargo compartments can be located on the floor of the passenger cabin or 
under itin the sealed part of the fuselage. In the first case, the cargo 
compartments tend tobe located in front and behind the passenger cabin. 
This approach allows you to adjust the weight of the cargo to ensure the 
necessary alignment of the aircraft depending on the number of passengers. 
The location of cargo compartments is determined when estimating the 
length of the fuselage, and it is recommended to use data from prototype 
aircraft. 
Approximately the volume of cargo compartments in m3 located on the floor 
of thepassenger cabin can be estimated by the formula 

VC.C.=0,0074GP.W.-0,59NPAS. m3, [1.1] 
where GК.Н.- payload weight in Н; 
Npass. - maximum number of passengers. 
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Under payload according to ОСТ 1 00434-81[15] refers to the sum of the 
weight of the commercial load (passengers with luggage, mail, cargo 
including the weightof pallets) and the weight of fuel. 
When cargo compartments are located under the floor of a passenger cabin, 
theirvolume is determined based on the weight of cargo and Mail and the 
method of transportation (in containers or on pallets). 
For passenger aircraft, the total weight of passengers ' baggage, cargo, and 
Mailcan be determined by the formula 

Gcargo=GP.W-77GPASS 
 

where GP.W.- payload weight in Н; 
Npass. - maximum number of passengers. 
Under payload according to GОСТ 1 00434-81[15] refers to the sum of the 
weight of the commercial load (passengers with luggage, mail, cargo 
including the weightof pallets) and the weight of fuel. 
When cargo compartments are located under the floor of a passenger cabin, 
theirvolume is determined based on the weight of cargo and Mail and the 
method of transportation (in containers or on pallets). 
For passenger aircraft, the total weight of passengers ' baggage, cargo, and Mail 
can be determined by the formula. 

Gcargo=GP.W-77GPASS 

After that you can determine the total required volume in m3 of cargo 
compartments 

𝑉	 =	
15	𝑁𝑝𝑎𝑠	

+	
𝐺𝐾.𝑁.	−	9015	𝑁𝑝𝑎𝑠	

𝑐.𝑐.	 𝛾𝐵.𝑀.	 𝛾𝑐𝑎𝑟1𝑜	

where 𝛾𝐵.𝑀.- the specific weight of baggage and Mail (when transported in 
containers is assumed to be equal to 250 Н/m3, when container-free - 120 
Н/m3); 
𝛾𝑐𝑎𝑟g𝑜- specific gravity of the cargo (when transported in containers, it is 
assumedto be equal to 350 Н/m3, when container-free - 290 Н/m3). 
Having decided on the types and sizes of containers at the stage of forming the 
fuselage cross section and knowing 𝑉𝐶.𝐶.	you can calculate the total length of 
cargocompartments and the number of containers. 

 
Hatches for loading cargo are placed on the starboard side of the aircraft. 
The dimensions of hatches for loading containers are selected in 
accordance with GОSТ1 03625-84 [16] 
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Fig. 2.2. Dimensions of luggage 

hatches More simply, you can calculate 

it as follows: 
We determine the specific load on the trunk floor in the range of K= 
400...600kgf/m2, we assume K=600 kgf/m2. 
We determine the mass of almost and commercial baggage mcom=200 kg. 
Mbagg.=8514,09585 kg. 
We use the formula to determine the area of the luggage compartment 

Sb = mbp/0.4K+mc/0.6K 
Required lugged capacity 
Vlc=Vb ×npas=0,37*86=31,82 m3Vb = 0,20. ..0, 24 -for 
fuselage Df≤ 4 m; 
Vb = 0,36. ..0, 38 -for fuselage Df.> 5,5 m; 

2.5 Kitchens and Sideboards 
On wide-body aircraft, buffet and kitchen equipment can be located under 
the floor, and service trolleys with food are served to the salons by elevator. 
The total volume of VK in m3 and its area SK in m2 can be defined as. On 
wide-body aircraft,buffet and kitchen equipment can be placed under the 
floor, and service trolleys with food are served to the salons by elevator. The 
total volume Vк in m3 and its area Sк in m2 can be defined as 
VK=(0,1…0,12) 
Npas=9,46 m3;SK=VК/hK=4,11 m2; 
where hК=2,3- kitchen height. 
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An example of the buffet layout is shown in Fig. 2.3. 

 

 
Fig. 2.3. location of buffet elements 
1-service trolleys; 2-convection ovens; 3-oven control panels; 4-flight 
attendant containers; 5-coffee maker; 6-Table; 7 - garbage container; 8- 
individual ventilationnozzles; 9 - water tray; 10-Mirror. 

2.5 Wardrobes 
The area of the wardrobe Sw in m2 can be defined as 

Sw=(0,035…0,04)Npas=4,3 m2, 
where Npas – number of passengers. 
For long haul aircraft wardrobes have a large area 

Sw=(0,035…0,04)Npas 

An example of the wardrobe of a long-haul aircraft is shown in Fig. 2.5. 
Hand luggage and hats are stored on shelves located along the sides of 
the passenger compartment above the seats. Shelves are equipped with 
doors. The height of the shelves from the cabin floor depends on the 
class of aircraft and isusually 1500 1 1800 mm (fig. 2.4.). 
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Fig. 2.4. location of hand luggage shelves 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 2.5. wardrobe 
1-top panel; 2-cabinet for removable equipment; 3-pipe; 4 - Box; 5 - 
curtain; 6-front panel; 7-drinking Column; 8-lighting ceiling. 

2.7 Toilet facilities 
The number of toilets depends on the number of passengers and the 
duration of theflight (table. 2.1). 
If the flight duration is less than one hour and the number of passengers is 
up to 15people, the toilet on the plane can not be done. 

Тable 2.1 
Number of toilet facilities 
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Flight duration, hour. Less than 2 2…4 More 4 
Number of passengers per toilet 60 50 40 
 



 
 
 
 

 

Figure 2.6. Type of toilet at the plan: 
1 - unitaz; 2 - sink of the washbasin; 3 - dressing table; 4 - lampshade; 5 

- nickname for small speeches; 6 - tank for a vikoristany toilet paper; 7 
- milnitsya; 8 -door handle. 

When calculating the mass and alignment options of the aircraft, it is 
necessary to take into account the mass of water reserves and, depending on 
the type of waste disposal system, chemical reagents. When performing CP, 
you can follow the datain Table. 2.1, and the total supply of water and 
chemical reagents is defined as: 

∑	𝑚𝑝	=	𝑞𝑝𝑁A=B	

Таble 2.2. 
Reserves of water and chemical reagents per person 

 
 
 
 
 

2.8 Calculation of basic parameters and chassis layout 
At the initial design stage, when centering has not yet been completed and 
there areno drawings of the general appearance of the aircraft, only a part of 
the landing gear parameters is determined. 
Removal of the main chassis supports (fig.2.7): 
е=(0.15 ..0.20) bА. 
If the extension is too large, it is difficult to separate the front support 
during takeoff, and if it is too small, it is possible to roll the aircraft over 
on the tail whenthe rear interiors and trunks are loaded first. In addition, 
the load on the front support will be too small and the aircraft will wobble 
when driving on a slippery runway and crosswind. 
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Flight duration, hour. Quantity per person qr, kg 
Up to 2 0,7 
2…4 1,0 
Above 4 2,0 
 



 
 

 
Fig.2.7. 

The chassis base is from the expression: 
В=(0,3.. .0,4)Lf=(6 ...10) е=10,74 m. 
Large values belong to aircraft with engines on the wing. The last equality 
meansthat the front support has 6... 10% of the aircraft's weight. 
The removal of the front support will be equal to: 
d = В – е = (0,94...0,9)B=7,17 m. 
The chassis track is calculated using the formula: К=(0,7…1,2)В≤ 
12 m.К=3,86 m. 
Provided that the side hood is prevented, K>2H. here H is the distance 
from therunway to the center of mass (CM) of the aircraft. The position I 
and,M can be taken in height. 
The landing gear wheels are selected from the take-off weight of the aircraft 
according to the amount of load in the parking lot; when selecting the front 
supportwheels, dynamic loads are taken into account. The type of pneumatics 
(balloon, semi-cylinder, arched) and the pressure in them are determined by 
the runway coating for which the aircraft is intended to be operated. Brake 
wheels are installedon the main and sometimes front supports. Wheel loads 
are determined by: 

- main support wheel Pwh=9,81(В - е)то/Впz=93029,05 (Н); 
- front support wheel Рsw=9,81Кd е то/Впz=35114,87 (Н), 
where п і z - the number of supports and wheels on one support, respectively; 

Кd =1,5...2,0 - dynamic coefficient. 
According to the calculated value of the load on the wheels Рma and Рfr and 
thevalue of take-off Vto and landing Vla speeds are selected according to the 
pneumatics catalog. 
According to the calculated value of the load on the wheels Рmain and Рnose and 
the magnitude of the take-off Vtakeoff and landing Vlanding speeds are selected from 
the catalog of pneumatics fulfilling the conditions: 

Pк   > Pmain ; Pк   > Pnose ; Vк landing >  Vlanding; aVk  
к

ff >  Vtakeoff 
eo 

 
 

Table 2.3 
Select the following wheel parameters: 

 Main supports(brake): (mm) 1325X430A  
Front support: (mm) 840х300А 
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If the parking load specified in the catalog for the selected wheel 𝑃𝐾	
and it is more than the calculated one by 5% or more, then for the 
coordinated operation of the liquid-gas shock absorber and pneumatics, it is 
necessary to reduce the pressure in the pneumatics to the value of: 

 

 
To ensure the Cross-Country ability of aircraft operating on unpaved 
airfields, thepressure in the landing gear pneumatics must be within the 
limits of р =(3...5)105 Pа. 

2.9 Layout and calculation of the main Tail parameters 
One of the most important tasks of an aerodynamic layout is to choose the 
locationof the horizontal tail. To ensure the longitudinal static stability of the 
aircraft relative to overload, its CM must be in front of the focus of the 
aircraft and the distance between these points, attributed to the value of the 
average aerodynamic chord (CAC) of the wing, determines the degree of 

  

longitudinal stability: 
 

 

Where е mCy - moment coefficientthe X T and X F respectively, the relative 
coordinate of CM and focus. 
If mCy=0, then the aircraft has a neutral longitudinal static stability. 
If mCy>0, then the plane is statically wobbly. In the normal scheme of the aircraft 
(tail behind the wing), the focus of the "wing-fuselage" combination is shifted 
backwhen installing horizontal tail, in the "duck" scheme (tail in front of the 
wing) - forward. Statistical ranges of values of the coefficients of static 
moments of horizontal AГО and vertical АВО Tail are given in Table. 9, where 
LГО/bА і LВО/bА are characteristic relations of the side and side to the wing. 
Using Table. 2.4, it is possible to determine in the first approximation the 
geometric parameters of the Tail. 

Table 2.4. 
Ranges of values of static tail moments 
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Types of aircraft АГО АВО 
LГ О   = LВО 

bA bA 

Mainline passenger cars with TVD 0,8...1,1 0,05...0,08 2,0…3,0 
Main passenger lines with turbofan turbofan 
turbofan turbofan turbofan 

0,65...0,8 0,08...0.12 2,5…3,5 

Heavy non maneuverable with a swept wing 0,5...0,6 0,06...0,1 2,5...3,5 
Heavy non maneuverable with a straight 
wing 

0,45...0,55 0,05…0,09 2,0...3,0 

High-speed maneuverable vehicles 0,4...0,5 0,05-0,08 1,5...2,0 
 



 
Determining the geometric parameters of the tail 
Usually the areas of the vertical SBO and horizontal 
SVT Tail are:SGT = (0,18…0,25)×S ; 
SHT = (0,12…0,20)×S 

You can define it more accurately: 
𝑆𝐺𝑇	=	𝑏121×𝑆	×	𝐴H𝐹=20,00 m2; 

𝐻𝐹	

𝑆𝑉𝑇	=	𝑙×𝑆	×	𝐴𝑉𝐹=10,44 m2, 
5𝐹	

where LVF, LHF – horizontal and vertical tail 
shoulders;l and S – wingspan and wing area; 
АGО, АВО – coefficients of static moments, the value of which can be taken 
fromtable.2.4. 
The values of LVF and LHF depend on a number of factors. First of all their 
size isaffected by: 

- length of the nose and tail parts of the fuselage; 
- sweep and wing placement, as well as conditions for ensuring stability 
and controllability of the aircraft. In the first approximation, we can 
assume that LHF* LVF=14,00 m depending on the design features, you 
can find from the relations: 
-with the normal scheme of the aircraft and the trapezoidal shape of the 
wing in theplan LГО = (0,2…3,5)×bСАC 
- for duck scheme aircraft LHF = bСАC; 
- for light aircraft LHF = (0,2…2,3) ×bСАC; 
- for heavy aircraft LHF = (3,2…3,3) ×bСАC 

 
Determination of rudder area, height and direction 
The height of the steering wheel is usually taken: SРВ = (0,3…0,4)SHF=6,00 
m2.The direction area is usually taken: SРН = (0,35…0,45)SVF=4,18 m2. 

 

Selection of the aerodynamic compensation area 
The area of aerodynamic compensation is advisable to take (when 
0,3≤M≤0,6)SАК.РВ = (0,22…0,25) ×SРВ=1,30 m2. 

SАК.РН = (0,2…0,22) ×SРН=0,90 m2. 
If the flight speed is M ×	0,75, tо SАК.РВ ×	SАК.РН = (0,18…0,23) ×SР. 
In order to prevent overcompensation of steering wheels, the following 
requirements must be met: 
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Height trimmer area: SТР.РВ = (0,08…0,12)×SРВ, 
and for the rudder of an airplane with two engines: SТР.РН = 
(0,04…0,06)×SРН,for an aircraft with four engines SТР.РН = 
(0,06…0,10)×SРН. 

Determination of the horizontal tail span 
The wingspan and Tail of the 
aircraft.lGО = 

=(0,32…0,5)×lW=10,00 m. 
 

In this dependence, the low limits correspond to a turbojet-powered 
aircraftequipped with a return stabilizer. 
The height of the vertical tail of the hВО is determined depending on the 
placementof the wing on the fuselage and the placement of engines on the 
aircraft. So, in thebill, they take: 
-for low-wing aircraft with engines placed on the wing (when 
M×1):hВО = (0,14…0,2) ×lW; 

- when placing the engines in the root part of the wing hВО = (0,13…0,165) 
×lW; 

- when removing the engines to the rear of the fuselage: hВО = 
(0,13…0,14) ×lW. With the upper position of the wing relative to the 
fuselage in the recommendedranges, the upper limit should be taken.h 
ВО =4,00 m; 

- The narrowing of the horizontal and vertical tail should be chosen: 
- hHF = 2…3 і h VF = 1…1,33 – for aircrafts with M<1 
- h HF = 2…4 і h VF = 2…5 – for aircrafts with M>1 
- h HF =3 , h VF =1; 

 
Lengthening of the Tail 

You can recommend it: 
- for aircraft whose speed is less than the speed of sound; 
lVF=0,8…1,5; lTF=3,5...4,5 
- for aircraft whose speed is greater than the speed of sound 
l VF =1,5…2,5; lTF=2,5...3,5 
Determination of the Tail chords bКОНЦ, bСАХ, bКОРН is performed according to 
theformulas: 
Tail chords HT: 
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Relative profile thickness 
For horizontal or vertical tail in the first approximation 

𝐶𝑜𝑝	≈	0.8	×	𝐶𝑐𝑝	
More precisely taking into account the characteristics of aircraft: 

 

- for aircraft whose speed is less than the speed of sound 
C Оp = 0,08…0,10; 

-for transonic aircraft 
CОp = 0,06...0,09; 

- for supersonic aircraft of the normal scheme 
C Оp = 0,03...0,04; 

- for supersonic aircraft of the "duck" scheme 
 

C Оp = 0,02. 
If the stabilizer is attached to the keel, the required value is C Оp take on the upper 
edge to provide the base for fixing the stabilizer on the keel. 

 
Sweep of the Tail 
The sweep of the Tail is assumed to be 3 ... 50 more than the sweep of the 
wing.This is done to ensure the controllability of the aircraft with the 
occurrence of awave crisis on the wing. 

2.10 Selection and linking of power circuits of aggregates 
The power scheme of the unit is understood as the articulation of structural 
elements that ensure the perception of loads and their transfer to the 
balancing points in the form of transverse force, bending and torsional 
moments. The mainelements of the power circuit are the spars, wing and 
tail panels, reinforced ribs,reinforced frames. During the layout process, it is 
necessary to link the power circuits, which consists in the fact that: 
the wing wall elements (spars and beams) and the tail should be connected 
to thereinforced fuselage frames; 
a place must be provided for the passage of the center section caisson 
through thefuselage; 
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the landing gear niches should not intersect the power set of the wing; 
the mounting points of the chassis racks should be supported by 
reinforcedelements (ribs, frames, walls of the chassis niche); 
the power elements of the tail should be supported by reinforced fuselage 
frames;the handlebar mounting brackets are performed as a continuation of 
reinforced ribs. 
The alignment of the power circuit is reflected in a general drawing, where 
the axes of the spars, reinforced ribs and frames are applied with dashed lines 
with twodots. 

 
 

3. AIRCRAFT ALLIGMENT 
 

General provisions 
 

When performing the volumetric-mass layout, calculations of the aircraft 
alignment are performed, i.e. finding such a position of the center of mass 
(CM) ofthe aircraft relative to the average geometric chord of the wing 
(CAC), in which: in the variant with the most backward position of the CM, 
the minimum allowablemargin of static stability of the aircraft is provided; 
in the variant with the most forward position of the CM, conditions are 
providedfor sufficient deflection of the elevator or stabilizer for longitudinal 
balancing ofthe aircraft in all flight modes. 
The more effective the longitudinal controls and balancing of the aircraft, the 
morethe maximum forward alignment can be permissible and, accordingly, 
the wider the permissible operational range of alignment. 
During the operation of the aircraft, the position of its CM changes both as 
fuel isproduced in flight, and as a result of various loading options and flight 
weights. 
Therefore, in CM, it is necessary to calculate the alignment ranges of the 
aircraftfor the most typical cases of its operation: 
take-off weight with the landing gear 
released;take-off weight with the landing 
gear retracted; landing weight with the 
landing gear released; 
distillation version (without commercial load with maximum amount of 
fuel) withthe chassis removed; 
parking option (without commercial loading, fuel, crew) with the chassis 
released.The calculation of aircraft alignment is usually an iterative process, 
which is performed by the method of successive approximation to the desired 
result, eitherby changing the layout, or by rearranging mass groups, or using 
both options simultaneously. 
When performing CP, the alignment is determined along the x-axis, along 
the fuselage (Fig. 9.). 
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The initial data for calculating the alignment are the mass statement, 
theoretical drawing and preliminary layout of the fuselage, wing, tail, 
chassis. The drawing must be carried out according to one of the scales in 
accordance with current standards: 1:10; 1:15; 1:20; 1:25; 1:40; 1:50; 1:75; 
1:100; 1:200. 
Before the direct determination of the alignment, an aircraft mass statement is 
compiled. It includes the mass of mi main parts and assemblies of the aircraft, 
including fuel and cargo. It should be remembered that on modern subsonic 
aircraft, fuel is placed in the wing caissons, sometimes on long-haul aircraft, 
additionaltanks are placed in vertical or horizontal tail. 
The mass summary is drawn up in the form of a table - centering sheet, which 
includes the coordinates of the centers of mass of all components of the take- 
off mass of the aircraft relative to the nose of the fuselage xi, as well as static 
momentsof mass mihi (Tables 3.1, 3.2.). To determine the coordinates of the 
xi, a schematicdrawing of the previous version of the layout of the aircraft 
should be used. 

 

 
 
 

Fig. 3.1. Before determining the position of the center of mass of the 
aircraft inrelation to the CAC 

In order to reduce the time when calculating the alignment of the aircraft 
and thelayout of the units, the following methodology is proposed. 

Determination of the center of mass of the equipped wing 
The mass of the equipped wing includes the mass of its structure, part of the mass 
of the equipment (placed in the wing), the chassis and the mass of fuel. Regardless 
of where the main landing gear supports are located (on the wing or fuselage), 
they, together with the front support, are included in the centering list of the 
masses of the equipped wing (Table 3.1.). The origin of the specified coordinates 
of the centers of gravity of the masses is selected in the projection of the point of 
origin of the CAX on the XOY plane. 
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The name of the object, their relative and absolute masses and the 
coordinates of the centers of mass are entered in the centering list. The 
coordinates of the fuel mass centers in each tank (group of tanks) are located 
(see appendix). 

- behind the chord of the wings - in the middle of the caisson; 
- by wingspan – at a distance z from the inner, relative to the plane of 
symmetry ofthe aircraft, the tank wall z=0.45lt, 
where lt – the length of the fuel tank wall along the span of the spar. 

The relative mass of fuel that can be placed in the fuselage (wing center section) 
 
 

 
where mf – total relative mass of fuel, mп кр - relative mass of fuel that can be 
placed in the wing consoles. Relative mass of fuel that can be placed in the wing 

 
 

 
 

where β = 220+15ηw – coefficient that depends on the narrowing of the wing ηw 
λw – wing extension; p0 – specific wing load during takeoff; c cр– average relative 
wing thickness; m0 – take off mass. 

 
The coordinates of the center of mass of pylons, engines, and gondolas are 
determined graphically from the centering drawing of the wing. 
In Table. 3.1.an approximate list of mass objects and 
recommendations fordetermining the coordinates of their centers of 
mass are given. 
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Table3.1 

Centering mass sheet of the equipped wing 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The coordinate of the center of mass of the equipped wing is determined 
by theformula 
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№ 
п/п 

 
Nam 

e 
objec 

t 

Mass mi The 
coordinate 

ofthe center 
of 

mass хi, m 

Static 
mass 

moment 
miхi, kgm 

relative absolute 
,kg 

1. Wing (construction) 0,11722 5005,88 1,49 7475,86 
2. Fuel system 

(1,5%…2%) from mп 

0,004563 
2 

194,87 1,49 291,02 

3. Aircraft control 
system(30%) 

0,00337 98,65 1,99 196,43 

4. Electrical 
equipment 
(10%) 

0,00337 143,92 0,33 47,76 

5. Anti -icing system 
(70%) 

0,01112 
3 

475,01 0,33 157,64 

6. Hydraulic system 
(70%) 

0,01393 594,88 2,32 1381,96 

7. Main enigines 0,05464 2333,40 -2,69 -6276,85 

8. Engine equipment, 
attachment points 

0,02841 
2 
8 

1213,37 -0,71 -855,92 

9. Fire protection 
system 

0,01857 
7 
6 

793,36 -0,71 -559,64 

Equipped wing 
(without fuel and chassis) 

 10853,33 0,17 1858,26 

10. Equipped wing 
(without fuel and 

chassis) 

0,03263 
2 

1393,55 2,17 3019,68 

11. Fuel (including aero- 
navigation reserve): 

0,22816 9743,57 1,49 14551,20 

Total  21990,45 0,88 19429,14 

 



 

Determination of the center of mass of the loaded fuselage 
The origin of coordinates is chosen in the projection of the nose of the 
fuselage on the horizontalaxis (see appendices). The construction axis of the 
fuselage is taken as the x-axis. An approximate list of mass objects and 
recommendations for determining the coordinates of their centers of mass are 
given in Table 3.2. Таble 3.2. 

Centering mass sheet of the loaded fuselage 
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№ 

 
Name 
object 

Mass mi The 
coordinate of 
the center of 
mass хi, m 

Static moment 
of mass хi, 

кгm 

relative absolute 
kg 

1 2 3 4 5 6 
GLIDER 

1. Fuselage 
(construction) 

0,11992 5121,18 13,99 71627,24 

2. Horizontal 
Tail 

0,01287 549,61 26,14 14369,21 

3. Vertical 
Tail 

0,01474 629,47 26,14 16457,04 

EQUIPMENT AND MANAGEMENT 
4. High-rise equipment 0,00681 290,82 13,13 3818,2 

5. Anti-icing system (30%) 0,00476 
7 

203,57 13,70 2789,8 

6. Passenger equipment 0,0165 704,63 2,85 2011,9 

7. Decorative cladding 0,0094 401,43 13,99 5614,4 

8. Household equipment 0,0067 286,12 14,27 4083,3 

9. Hydraulic system(30%) 0,00597 254,95 14,27 3638,0 

10. Electrical equipment 
(90%) 

0,03033 1295,24 11,42 14788,6 

11. Location equipment 0,0035 149,47 2,28 341,31 
12. Navigation equipment 0,0052 222,07 1,43 316,93 

13. Radio communication 
equipment 

0,0026 111,03 1,43 158,47 

14. Instrumentation 0,0061 260,50 1,14 297,43 

15. Aircraft control systems 
(70%) 

0,00539 230,18 14,27 3285,1 

 



 
Table 3.2. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The coordinate of the center of mass of the loaded fuselage is determined by the 
formula 

 

Determined the centers of mass of the equipped wing and fuselage, the equation of 
equilibrium of moments relative to the nose of the fuselage is compiled 

Mfxf + mw(xа+ xw)= m0(xа+ xс) 

where xa - the position of the beginning of the CAX wing relative to the 
nose of the fuselage. c is the distance from the beginning of the Saha to the 
center of mass of theaircraft. As reported, the alignment of the aircraft. 
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1 2 3 4 5 6 
16. APU 0,00764 

96 
326,68 14,83 4844,38 

Empty fuselage  11036,96 13,45 148441,24 
EQUIPMENT 

17. Crew  190,00 2,85 542,33 
18. Flight attendants  150,00 2,85 428,16 
19. Documentation and 

tools 
0,0055 234,88 2,00 469,30 

20. Water (chemical 
genus.) 

 180,00 13,70 2466,18 

21. Additional 
equipment 

0 0,00 11,42 0,00 

Empty equipped 
fuselage 

 11791,84 12,92 15234 
7,21 

22. Front chassis support 0,008158 348,39 3,55 1236, 
78 

Total  12140,23 12,65 15358 
3,98 

COMMERCIAL LOAD 
23. Passengers  6450,00 14,56 93894 

,83 
24. Baggage  2064,00 15,70 32402 

,92 
25. Products 

power supply 
 342,44 14,84 5082, 

74 
Total  20996,67 13,57 28496 

4,48 
 



 
xТ = xа + с – this is the coordinate of the position of its center of mass in the 
projection on the CAX of the wing, it can be determined from the previous 
formula 

 
𝑚*𝑥*	+	𝑚𝑐𝑝(𝑥𝑎	+	𝑥𝑐𝑝)	

𝑥𝑇	=	 𝑚0
	

In practice, the alignment of the aircraft is determined, as a rule, in relative 
coordinates хт, i.e. the position of the CM of the aircraft from the beginning 
ofthe CAX, expressed as a percentage (or fractions) of the CAX 

 
 

 

 
Thus, to calculate the alignment of the aircraft хт, it is necessary to know the 
position of the beginning of the wing CAX relative to the nose of the fuselage 
xa. The initial value of xa can be determined through the appropriate scale 
according tothe scheme of the prototype aircraft, having previously 
determined the value of theCAX and drawing it on the wing 
As a result of the calculations carried out, the values of the aircraft 
alignmentsgiven in Table 3.3 should be obtained. 

 
Table 3.3. 

The value of aircraft centering according to statistics 
 
 
 

If these values cannot be obtained, it is recommended to use the following 
alignment adjustment tools: 
change the location of the heaviest loads in the fuselage; 
move the wing along the fuselage (in this case, not only the center of mass 
of theaircraft will move, but also the CAX of the wing). 

 
In order to determine how far l you need to move, for example, the wing of an 
airplane as the largest aircraft unit by weight, you first need to decide how much 
you need to change the alignment. ΔXtin order to get the specified recommended 
values ΔXt.Value ΔXt in defined as the difference between the calculated and 
recommended values xAT. The distance l is as follows 

 

 

To increase хт	it is necessary from the initial value xa subtract the 
value of l,then you need to recalculate the plane's alignment with the 
new xa value. 
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Straight wing Sweepback wing 
Low wing High wing Low wing High wing 
13…32 15…33 18…38 20…42 
 



 
In order to facilitate the calculation of alignment options, it is recommended 
to combine the masses and the corresponding mass coordinates in the table 
table. 3.4.Mandatory variants of aircraft alignment calculations for the most 
typical cases of aircraft operation are summarized in Table. 3.5. 
When performing alignment calculations you must check that the 
following requirements are met: ∑ mо = mсp. w. + mсp. ф.; 
Lго ≥ 3ba 

For the landing version, the mass of fuel can be taken approximately 
15%...20% (depending on the type of aircraft) of the mass of fuel at take– 
off, and for distillation - the mass of fuel is the maximum possible (due to 
the absence of) commercial load) and is determined by the capacity of the 
fuel tanks of the aircraft. The centering process is considered completed only 
after the centering values for the most typical aircraft operation options fall 
within the recommended ranges. 

Table 3.4. 
Consolidated centering statement 
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№ Name 
object 

Mass mi, kg Mass coordinate 
mас хi, m 

Mass static 
moment 

mi хi, kgm 
1. Equipped wing 

(without fuel and 
chassis) 

10853,33 0,17 1858,26 

2. Front chassis support 
(released) 

348,39 3,55 1236,78 

3. Main chassis supports 
(released) 

1393,55 2,17 3019,68 

4. Fuel 9743,57 1,49 14551,20 
5. Empty equipped 

fuselage 
11791,84 12,92 152347,21 

6. Passengers 6450,00 14,56 93894,83 
7. Baggage 2064,00 15,70 32402,92 
8. Food 342,44 14,84 5082,74 
9. Front chassis support 

(collected) 
348,39 3,05 1062,58 

10. The main supports of 
the chassis 
(removed) 

1393,55 2,17 3019,68 

 



 
Table 3.5. 

Options for centering the aircraft 
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№ Name 
option 

Mass 
mi, 
kg 

Mass static 
moment 

mi хi, kgm 

CM хcml i, m Centering n 

1. Takeoff mass 42987, 304393,62 13,38 37,35 
 (chassis released) 11861    
2. Takeoff mass 42987, 304219,43 13,37 37,23 

 (chassis removed) 11861    
3. Landing mass 34736, 292492,97 13,32 35,59 

 (chassis released) 2    
4. Distillatory 34130, 172838,93 12,89 22,48 

 (without commercial 7    
 load,     
 chassis removed)     
5. Parking 23632, 154555,9549 12,83 20,84 

 (without commercial 2    
 load,     
 fuel, crew,     
 water, chassis     
 released)     
 



 
SPECIAL PART 

 
INTRODUCTION: 

The AN-158 is a short-range passenger aircraft carrying from 0 to 99 passengers 
(depending on the configuration of the aircraft) at a distance of up to 3100km. This 
aircraft is an elongated version and was originally called the AN 148-200. 
Presented on April 21, 2010 in Kyiv. The first flight of the AN-158 took place on 
April 28, 2010 from the Antonov GP airfield. Certification was completed on 
February 28, 2011 [36]. 
The aircraft is equipped with two dual-circuit D-436-148 engines, manufactured by 
Motor Sich (other engine options are also possible), with a specific fuel 
consumption of 1,458 kg/hour. 
In the structural part, the aircraft has a number of advantages compared to the 
previous model (AN-148). Among such advantages we can include: 

 
• Maximum increase in the number of seats to 99 units (compared to 89 seats of the 
aircraft described above). 
• Lengthening of the cabin by more than 1.7 meters, which in turn increases 
passenger capacity. 
• Reduction of parameters such as fuel consumption (3%) and various operating 
costs (12%). 
• Increased wing efficiency due to end aerodynamic surfaces 
At the same time, the maximum take-off weight of the aircraft has not changed and 
is equal to 43.7 tons. Consequently, the chassis has not suffered any 
reinforcements. 

 
Regarding the special part of my diploma work, I needed to create a mount for a 
passenger aircraft seat to the floor of the aircraft, and also compare this option with 
a modified seat assembly. Describe their characteristics, advantages and make a 
strength calculation, while showing this in a note of a special part of my work. 
Throughout the history of aviation, designers have tried to reduce the weight of the 
aircraft without damaging the structure, to increase the performance of the aircraft 
while reducing its costs. Improvements in the design of the seat attachment in my 
work, as well as a reduction in its weight, have a positive definite impact on the 
take-off and technical characteristics of a passenger vessel. 
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4. Fixing the aviation passenger seat 
In this part, we will consider two types of mounting: modular and lightweight 
assembly. 
4.1 Lightweight seat assembly 
It consists of the seat itself and the component that supports it. Strictly speaking, 
the seat body is an inseparable structure consisting of a part of the seat and a part to 
support the back of the passenger of the aircraft. The back of the chair is connected 
to the supporting part of the chair with the possibility of sliding along this part. 
Often the chair assembly contains a load-bearing structure with two transverse 
beams that go the width of the chair and are supported by racks. The main parts, 
such as the bearing part, beams and various fasteners are made of metals that have 
a large mass. In turn, this affects the weight of the aircraft, and consequently, the 
technical characteristics and commercial profitability are reduced. Therefore, the 
main task is to improve the passenger seat by reducing its weight, changing the 
geometric dimensions, simplifying the design, as well as selecting more durable 
and at the same time lightweight materials. 
Thus, this seat can be characterized as a device with a simple design, which in turn 
limits its configuration. This can be manifested as a restriction in the deviation of 
the back of the chair or the chair to the side, and so on. This disadvantage can be 
neglected, since this version of the chair is suitable for a short-range aircraft, and 
as you know, the AN-158 aircraft is such. 
In addition, the seat body and its supporting part can be connected to each other to 
give it the characteristics of plastic deformation, flexibility, as well as shape 
changes in exceptional operating conditions. The last aspect is particularly 
necessary from the point of view of the proposed seat assembly for use in civil 
aviation according to the SAE AS 8049B-2005 standard [38], which also provides 
loads of 14G down and 16G forward. 
We will consider the preferred sides for this seat, each of which relates to the 
passenger seat component as a whole and is disclosed in the description. 
Separate features that are open for the sake of a general type of component of a 
lightweight passenger flight seat assembly (for example, the second aspect: a 
lightweight passenger aviation seat assembly) can be analysed as open in the 
context of any type of component of a lightweight passenger seat assembly. 
The second moment is attributed to the component of the passenger aviation seat 
assembly, moreover, the lightweight element meets at least one of the following 
requirements: 

 
• The component forms a monolithic or whole-body part. 
• The component is an inseparable construction. 
• The component is made of reinforced fibber composite. 
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• The component contains carbon, ceramic, boron and steel fibbers. 
• Contains fibrous layers that are located next to each other, while the fibers of the 
main cover are oriented at an angle 30 ,45 ,60 ,75 ,105, 120, 135, 150 degrees 
relative to the fibbers of the second cover. The permissible deviation is 5 degrees 
(preferably 2 degrees). 

 
The third point is attributed to the bearing portion of the passenger seat assembly 
while the bearing portion covers at least one section in the form of a rack that 
meets at least one of the following requirements: 
• The rack forms a monolithic or whole body part. 
• The riser is an undivided structure. 
• Contains one, two, three (preferably 2 racks, but even more preferably 4) racks. 
• Part of the rack contains at least one empty rack inside. 
• The part in the rack variant covers the inner body part and two symmetrical 
halves, mainly distributed by a rod plane, which are fastened to each other, mainly 
bolted or welded, moreover, the inner body part or symmetrical halves are mainly 
single structures. 
• The part in the rack variant covers four racks, moreover, the first rack branches 
off from the third rack, and the longitudinal axis of the first rack and the 
longitudinal axis of the third rack are placed at an angle forming an angle greater 
than 90°, preferably greater than 100° and preferably less than 120°, more 
preferably less than 110°. 

 
The fourth point refers to the bearing part of the seat assembly, mainly in synthesis 
with at least one of the previous points mentioned above, while the bearing part 
covers at least one frame part that meets at least one of the following requirements: 
• The frame part forms an integral or single body part. 
• The frame part is a single structure. 
• The frame part is configured to support at least one lobe in the form of a seat, 
preferably exactly three parts in the form of a seat. 
• The frame part is configured for connection with at least one seat body, 
preferably with a part to the seat or partially in the form of a backrest, or partially 
in the form of a headrest, or partially in the form of an armrest of at least one seat 
body. 
• The frame part covers at least one device for articulation with a rack, which is 
attached, mainly by rivets or bolts, to a part of something like a beam or a loop- 
shaped part. 
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Solid composite 
construction 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Elastic 
cushions 

 

   Seet track  
Metal tips 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

On the picture we can see the side view of the seat 
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Frame part 
of the seat 

 
 

The central part is in 
the form of a beam 

 
Closed loop-shaped parts 

 
bearing part 

 
 
 
 
 

On the picture we can see the rerspective component-by-component view of the 
front pillar of the seat. 
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4.2 Modular passenger seat 
Historically, the passenger seats of airplanes were made of heavy and bulky 
materials that meet the set conditions for the design and comfort of passengers. 
Because of this, the average passenger seats of aircraft store a number of relatively 
heavy metal components. Such components can dramatically affect the total weight 
of the aircraft, especially if the aircraft covers hundreds of passenger seats. 
Take for example the 777, where its payload is about 6 percent of the total weight 
of the aircraft. 
In the aircraft industry, weight reduction has always been important. If it is 
possible to achieve a reduction in the weight of the aircraft structure, the amount of 
fuel that the aircraft can transport increases, and, similarly, the flight range can be 
increased. 
However, in the field of civil aviation, fresh solutions were reluctantly used to 
reduce the weight in the design of seats, often due to problems with cost and 
obtaining a license. In addition, there is no emphasis on weight loss approval in the 
business relationship between seat manufacturers and airlines. As a rule, the airline 
that buys the plane independently determines and acquires passenger seats. 
subsequently, the seats are sent to the aircraft manufacturer and installed in the 
aircraft. As a result, aircraft manufacturers do not so often regulate the weight of 
passenger seats, since the priorities of price and functionality are immeasurably 
higher, airlines rarely encourage seat manufacturers to produce light products. 
The passenger seat depicted has a lightweight modular design that can reduce 
weight compared to conventional seats. In view of the implementation of the seat, 
a whole composite load-bearing frame and a set of convenient frame nodes (one 
for each passenger) combined with the load-bearing frame are used. due to the 
combined design, the passenger seat will be able to meet the design requirements 
for a small and lightweight structure with a much smaller number of parts 
compared to ordinary seat designs. In addition, the modular design of the seat 
simplifies the installation operation. 
The above-mentioned nuances are implemented in the form of an embodiment of 
the passenger seat assembly of the aircraft. The seat assembly is combined with a 
monolithic frame, and the monolithic frame is designed to support at least one 
passenger and transfer loads combined by at least one passenger to the aircraft 
fuselage structure. A convenient frame node implemented with the possibility of 
interacting with the whole structural frame in order to adapt to the movement of 
the convenient frame node of a relatively integral structural frame. 
Such and other nuances are implemented in the form of the embodiment of the 
manufacturing technology of the passenger seat assembly of the aircraft. 
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The method covers the planning of a frame with an integrated composite structure 
suitable for the design of the aircraft fuselage, and the frame with an integrated 
composite structure includes N seat subframes corresponding to the positions of N 
passenger seats. creating a frame, creating N nodes of a convenient frame for a 
passenger seat node, each of which contains a main frame and a fabric support 
combined with a suitable support frame for the sake of finding the seat plane. 
The above-mentioned nuances can be embodied in one of the variants of the 
execution of the passenger seat assembly. The passenger seat assembly has an 
integral structural frame designed to support at least one passenger, the first seat 
subframe, the second seat subframe and the aircraft made in it as a whole. The 
integrated load-bearing frame has a prefabricated installation and the first 
convenient frame assembly combined with the first seat subframe, the first 
integrated main frame and the first single main frame combined with the first. The 
first node of the comfort frame accommodating the second fabric support and the 
second Node of the comfort frame, combined with the second seat subframe, while 
the second node of the comfort frame is connected to the second integral main 
frame and the second integral main frame. And the second assembly of the 
comfortable frame includes a second fabric support. [43] 
The above-mentioned nuances are implemented by the type of execution of the 
technology of attaching the seat section to the aircraft. This method covers the 
connection of the supporting frame, which includes a seat subframe, a suitable 
passenger seat placement to the aircraft fuselage structure, and then to the 
structural frame, the main frame and the fabric support that characterizes the seat 
surface. The unification of the convenient frame section consists of the above 
summary, which was presented to familiarize with the choice of concepts in a 
simple form, which was indicated below in the description. 
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Partial side view of one passenger seat assembly option. 
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4.3 The comparison of the seats 
There is an obvious sign in the claimed seat variants, this is the desire to reduce 
weight and simplify the design in relation to previous versions of seats. 
Next, we will make an amendment to the fact that the lightweight chair will be 
called "The First prototype", and the modular chair "The Second prototype". 
Both prototypes are suitable for aircraft with a short range (say, up to 700 miles (or 
up to 1100 km) of flight range), since their adjustment in the mode of reclining the 
seat back at a certain angle in a given direction or shifting the seat towards the aisle 
and back is impossible. 
The first prototype contains a load-bearing structure with cross beams, and this 
power structure consists of various power structures, the crown of the armrest is 
made of lightweight material, as well as the fastening of the fitting to the fitting 
itself (moreover, this fastening itself is attached to the chair stand with an adhesive 
substance). This innovation made it possible to protect this node from additional 
weight (drilling a hole with a further fixing of the bracket, as an 
example).However, it should be noted that such a solution has its drawbacks. Non- 
adhesive material, like any other material, is subjected to "fatigue". In our case, 
this is the cracking of the attached layer between the two parts, which can be 
critically unsafe for passengers. I would like to add that an increase in temperature, 
its difference, as well as humidity can also shorten the service life of this adhesive 
material. 
The second prototype has a unique solution in its own way, namely, the seats are 
designed and installed by the manufacturer himself. This allows us to optimize the 
costs of its production as much as possible, as well as to take into account the exact 
weight of the seats in the aircraft when designing it. Another solution is a modular 
design: a one-piece composite load-bearing frame and a set of various nodes (an 
attachment pattern to the floor of the aircraft, or a seat upholstery attachment unit). 
Such a modular solution will meet the design requirements of a small and 
lightweight structure with a much smaller number of parts compared to 
conventional seat designs. In addition, the modular design of the seat simplifies the 
installation and disassembly operation in case of necessary maintenance of the 
aircraft floor. The entire frame of the chair is made of composite materials, which 
has a very large advantage in weight over "traditional" chairs. In addition, the 
modular design can be attached directly from the seat track (without the need to 
use fittings) to the floor of the aircraft, which further facilitates the installation. 
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Seat track is installed on the floor of the aircraft allowing passenger seats to be 
attached to the seat track rather than directly to the floor. This allows for secure 
attachment of the seats, but with the option of moving or removing the seats 
quickly simply by removing them from the seat tracks as needed. Available 
common aircraft seat track and high strength alloy tracks. Also known as L-Track 
and cargo track. Seat tracks are Manufactured from high tensile aircraft 7075- 
T6511 Aluminum and optionally 6AL4V Titanium [45] 

 
However, the composite, like other materials, is not without drawbacks. In 
particular, its main disadvantage is polymerization shrinkage, due to which the 
concentration of internal pressure changes, as well as the dimensions. It should be 
noted its toxicity to workers producing it. The fact is that during production, the 
composite is ready to emit vapors harmful to humans, as well as microscopic dust 
that can settle in human lungs and is not excreted. But the most important 
drawback is the price. This is explained by the fact that their production requires 
high-precision, and therefore expensive equipment, which certainly affects the 
price of the final product. 
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4.4. Strength calculation 
We will calculate the tension part of the chair rack that it exerts on the fitting and 
seat track. 

 
 
 

 

CATIA SYSTEM uses the finite element method, that is, the construction is 
considered as consisting of many parts. In this case, these are rectangles in an 
approximate number of 90,000 units. 4 different equations are made for each of 
them. 
The sequence includes a calculation scheme, a generated grid and an explanation to 
the system of which parts are movable and which are fixed, where the force should 
be directed, and so on. 
As a result, we will get this: 
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This unit consists of triangles, the rack and the sieve track are made of 
aluminum, the fitting is made of zinc-nickel alloy, and the bolt is made 
of steel. 

 
 

 

 
Properties of materials: 

  
 

If we apply a force of 1000 Newtons to the fitting and the seat track, we get: 
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The result of the applied force on the seat track: 

 
 

Tension from longitudinal load: 
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Thus, this node can withstand a load of 1000 newtons, the component is within its 
strength. No plasticity or deformation was detected. 
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4.5 Step-by-step construction of the fitting 
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№ Description of the operation Illustration 
1. We are building all the 

lines of the main view in 
Sketch.1 with dimensions. 
Sizes from the catalog [5] 

 

2. We are building all the 
lines of the side view in 
the Sketch Sketch.2 with 
dimensions. 
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3. We are building all the 
lines of the side view in 
the Sketch Sketch.2 with 
dimensions. 

 

4. Building the EdgeFillet 
fillets.2 

 

5. Perform the construction 
of fillets 

 

6. Perform the construction 
of R1.27 fillets with the 
EdgeFillet.1 command 
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8. Perform the construction 
of a protrusion on the 
surface of the part with the 
Combine command.1. We 
use two sketches. 

 

9. Cut off the upper edge of 
the ledge. 

 

10. Build external fillets  

11. Build mirror reflections of 
the ledge. 
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12. Built the fillets  

13. The hole is made by 
rotating the profile 

 

14. Hole at the bottom for 
easier detailing 

 

15. M5 thread hole  
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16. Rounding of sharp edges 
with a radius of 1mm 
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17 Create a polygon 
according to a given 
drawing, then use the Pad 
command. 

 

18. We create an additional 
attachment to the seat 
track from the fitting side 

 

19. Creating a rounding of 
the upper edge 
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20. We create a cutout of this 
part of the part with the 
command (Cavity), since 
it is removable. 

 

21. Creating fillets of the 
selected parts of the part. 

 

22. Building a threaded hole  
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23. Creating a bolt by 
creating a cylinder in 
the area of the 
threaded hole, the 
rectangle will serve 
as the future cap of 
the bolt. 

 

24. We use the Pad 
function for the bolt. 

 

25. We build a recess for 
servicing the bolt 
with a screwdriver. 

 

 



 
 

CONCLUSION 
 

The purpose of my work was to calculate the aircraft according to the 
specified parameters of the wing, alignment, fuselage, center of mass, 
layout and many other aspects. 
Also, my work included the selection of chair options that were ahead of 
traditional seats in their merits. They are lighter, made of composite 
materials. In total, two options were presented. According to one of 
them, a 3D model was created, a scheme for the phased construction of 
the selected seat node, as well as a calculation for various forces that act 
on it. 
The appendix contains drawings, according to which some nodes were 
created in a special part of the course work, as well as their primary 
sources. Also in the application, images of drawings of the aircraft of the 
aircraft and the additional components attached to it are added. 

 
I believe that such developments are a necessity, since each element in 
the aircraft must have characteristics that put it at an advantage over the 
aircraft of the previous generation. Aviation seats are no exception. 
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CHARACTERISTICS 
Application: for air cargo 
Installation: surface mounted 
Other characteristics: aluminum 
DESCRIPTION 
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Aircraft Seat Track — Standard aircraft track is used in the securement of cargo 
and interior assemblies. Made from 7075-T6 aluminum alloy extrusion to meet 
specification MS 33601 and ISO 7166. Available in heavy and medium duty. 

 
40456-11-144 Medium Duty Aircraft Track 
Finish: -10 Clear anodized per MIL-A-8625, Type II, Class 1 
-11 Unanodized 
Standard Length: 12' 
Load Capacity: 4,500 lbs. vertical 
Weight: .40 lb/ft. 
40467-10-144 Heavy Duty Aircraft Track 
40467-11-144 Heavy Duty Aircraft Track, 
Finish: -10 Clear anodized per MIL-A-8625, Type II, Class 1 
-11 Unanodized 
Standard Length: 12' 
Load Capacity: 6,000 lbs. vertical 
Weight: .60 lbs/ft. [42] 

APPENDIX G 

 

40073-13Single Stud Fitting 
$91.15 [ 

Panel/Stanchion Single Stud fitting, used with Standard ‘brownline style’ seat track or 
anchor plates. Break Strength rating of 4,000 lbs. 
 
To use your own Freight Account, enter coupon code customeraccount on checkout. Please 
include FedEx or UPS account number in customer notes on checkout. 
 
SKU: 00118 
 
Category: Panel Stanchion Seat Fittings 

 Description 
Single Stud Track Fitting 
 
Panel/Stanchion Single Stud fitting, used with Standard ‘brownline style’ seat track. 

The fitting is 1.25″ high, and has a 3/8″ Threaded stud 

Comes with two round nuts for tightening 
 
Break Strength Rating (lbs) of 4,000 Vertically and Horizontally 

(Pictured in a piece of standard seat track. The track is not included) 

IMPORTANT: If this part is intended for use on an aircraft, it is the responsibility of the 
owner or operator of the aricraft to ensure that a basis for FAA approval is obtained prior to 
installation. 
 
All load ratings, breaking strengths and working load capacities are based on the 
manufacturer’s published data. Cargo Systems, Inc. assumes no liability for misstated load 
values based on the manufacturer’s published data. 
 
It is important that all parts are used in the manner in which they are specified. Parts should 
be inspected prior to each use. It is important to determine if any possible damage or 
deterioration has occurred. Such damage or deterioration may include, but is not limited to, 
rust, broken springs, damaged ‘gates’ or keepers’ on snap hooks, or cracking of the metal. If 
such discrepancies are determined, these items should be removed from service immediately. 
 

eight .2 lbs 



 imensions × 3 × 3 in 
https://www.cargosystems.com/product/40073-13/# 
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40191-11Double	Stud	Fitting	
$86.00 

 
Panel/Stanchion Double Stud fitting, used with Standard ‘brownline style’ seat 
track.Break Strength Rating (lbs) of 6,500 tension and shear 
 
To use your own Freight Account, enter coupon code customeraccount on checkout. 
Please include FedEx or UPS account number in customer notes on checkout. 
 
SKU: 00117 
Category: Panel Stanchion Seat Fittings 

 Description	
Double Stud Track Fitting 
 
Panel/Stanchion Double Stud fitting, used with Standard ‘brownline style’ seat track. 

The fitting is 1.97″ high, and has a 3/8″ Threaded stud 

Break Strength Rating (lbs) of 6,500 tension and shear 

(this part does not come with nuts) 

eight .2 lbs 

imensions × 3 × 3 in 
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